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By SARAH JONES

Convenience is the number one factor that consumers equate with a positive shopping journey, calling for retail
experiences that deliver seamless service both before and after a purchase.

According to a new report from Oracle Retail, retailers' priorities are not aligned to consumers' expectations. This is
playing out in stores, as sellers place the most emphasis on experience while 56 percent of consumers crave
convenience.

"Retailers need to better understand each customer as an individual versus a collective group to better align to
specific preferences," said Jeff Warren, vice president, retail strategy and solutions management at Oracle,
Minneapolis, MN.

"To do this, they should not only establish a holistic view of traditional attributes like demographics, purchase history
and loyalty, but begin to develop a more sophisticated understanding of taste profile, behavior, their role as
influencer or influenced, for example," he said. "The data density associated with understanding how to most
effectively engage your best customers, your most loyal, your most profitable, is  not trivial."

Oracle Retail's  report is  based on a 2019 survey of 15,800 consumers across Europe, Asia Pacific, North America
and Latin America, which was conducted by Savanta Group.

Priority gap
Across all channels, 51 percent of consumers associate convenience with having a positive retail experience. This
comes in ahead of immersive brand experiences and discovery, which were both named by 35 percent of
respondents.

While convenience is consumers' top expectation across both digital and physical retail channels, retailers have
different ideas. Retailers' top priority for their online stores is convenience of the user experience, while they focus
more on brand immersion in bricks-and-mortar.

Thiry-six percent of consumers say they believe discovery should play a role in their physical shopping experience,
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compared to just 18 percent of retailers who prioritize it. There is also a significant gap for giving advice, something
that 22 percent of consumers re looking for but only 6 percent of retailers are focused on.

Consumers shopping in physical stores still prioritize convenience. Image credit: Oracle

In ecommerce, a frictionless experience often hinges on shipping. Eighty-six percent of consumers believe that
retailers should offer them the choice to pick the delivery option that works best for them.

Almost half of consumers say that the delivery option they would prefer is unavailable at least some of the time,
pointing to a potential for retailers to expand their choices.

Close to a third of consumers would buy something that was more expensive just to get faster, free shipping.

As shoppers seek out speedier fulfillment, 92 percent say they would like free one-day delivery, even if it means that
packages ship by drone or driverless car. This is up from just 43 percent in 2018, marking a shift in attitude.

Shipping is a make or break part of the online shopping experience, and 13 percent of consumers would not return
to a retailer if they failed to deliver at the promised time.

Returns are also a potential pain point, with 57 percent of consumers saying that returns are a hassle. At the same
time, 57 percent of retailers believe that returns are easy, indicating a gap in perception.

According to shoppers, traditional retailers have the easiest return experiences, followed by online sellers and then
direct-to-consumer brands.

Convenience also translates to a desire for technology within the retail experience.

Forty-one percent of shoppers would be interested in a subscription fashion service that automatically sends
garments based on the consumers' style. In the hypothetical scenario, the consumer would just return what did not
work.

Consumers are interested in subscription boxes. Image credit: Trunk Club

Meanwhile, more than half of consumers would like the ability to virtually try on items such as sunglasses.

"Technology is important for consumers, specifically relating to enhancing convenience and better meeting their
expectations, but they also have little tolerance for suboptimal experiences, particularly when it comes to the basics,"
Mr. Warren said. "Technology that assists with inventory, expedient delivery options, frictionless returns, are all now
considered table stakes by consumers, with them taking for granted what is not operationally optimized for the
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retailer.

"New offerings like virtual closets or drone delivery can be intriguing, but if the rest of the interaction is poorly
executed or not profitable for the retailer, customers will walk and profits will erode, reinforcing the importance on
nailing the basics first," he said.

"A platform strategy that features data science, machine learning and artificial intelligence, is cloud-based and
autonomous is critical to the future success of retailers relating to balancing both physical and digital services. The
volume and variety of data from item, order, inventory and customer is far too dense to effectively capture,
normalize and derive meaningful insights by any other means."

Loyalty lessons
Consumers want brands to be transparent, and 47 percent of consumers say they are more apt to buy from new
brands that they find honest and authentic.

In the event of a faulty product, two-thirds want retailers to inform them of a defect or recall immediately.

Six in 10 shoppers would hold a retailer responsible if a product is found to be deceptive. But 52 percent say they
would be more willing to trust a store again if it takes immediate action.

Twenty-one percent of millennials and Gen Zers are untrusting of retailers. On the other hand, 39 percent of brands
believe that consumers trust the information they share about products.

As many experts say that customer experience has reached a plateau, practitioners need to drive different business
outcomes by taking on new initiatives.

With the retail environment changing rapidly and drastically, brands, retailers, personnel and partners need to learn
how to trust each other. Taking risks and trying new things will be essential to circumventing the customer service
stagnancy, but it will take full trust to do so, said a Confirmit executive during Forrester's CX NYC 2019 conference
(see story).

Along with building trust, retailers can succeed through personalization and relationship building.

Personalizing consumers' retail experiences can lead to loyalty and increased spending, according to a report from
Boston Retail Partners.

Today consumers expect more individualized communications and interactions with retailers, with 59 percent
saying that personalization impacts their purchasing decisions. Identifying and appealing to shoppers with relevant
offers or communications can help to establish a relationship between consumer and brand (see story).

"Retailers that place the customer at the core of every business decision and process will be in a better position to
architect exceptional customer experiences both now and in the future," Oracle's Mr. Warren said. "By pivoting to
customer, a retailer can effectively accelerate beyond best practice to next practice retail.

"Imagine a world where you could go from markdown optimization to markdown avoidance, from order
orchestration to predictive inventory placement, from returns processing to capitalizing on the moment," he said.
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